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This trailer is teasing a new game that I'm making called Space Eternity. It is 1/4 done and it's going to be GREAT and it
will hopefully be shared in November-December. This is the first trailer I've made so it might not really seem amazing but
the game is going to be amazing. So stay tuned for.

Breakups Are Okay Life can be hard for single Christians. Christian culture puts a lot of pressure on singles to
get married. Your very presence brings out the matchmaker in everyoneâ€”nothing would make them happier
than to get you married. I think this type of pressure leads to another huge myth about dating and the road to
marriage. You need to trust God enough that if He wants you to be married, He will bring the right person at
the right time. Nor is it a problem to go on blind dates or to use a matchmaking website. Those are all fine
ways of meeting other people. The problem comes when we date aggressively out of an urgency to get
married. How about this instead? Get to know the people that God brings into your life this could include
blind dates or website matches. As you make friends with members of the opposite sex, you may find that you
really enjoy spending time with one person in particular. So spend more time with that person. If this keeps
up, you might find it helpful to call it dating. You might start calling that person your boyfriend or girlfriend.
His or her hand may even find its way into yours from time to time. And from thereâ€¦ My point is this: With
almost every person on the planet, marriage would be intolerable. But there may be one person on the planet
with whom marriage would be a joy. So get to know the people that God brings into your life, and if you
discover that God is drawing the two of you together and leading you into the marriage arena, then go from
there. Whenever we are talking about human relationships, we should be speaking more in terms of art and
mystery than formulas and schematics. In my final post on the subject , I will argue that not every dating
relationship should end in marriage.
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The space-cadet-in-chief wants to create a new branch of the armed services. President Trump said Monday that he
would direct the Defense Department and the Pentagon to create a new "Space.

It does one thing: The main character, Tiffany Aching, spends the book trying to find a way to beat it, or run
from it, but she meets it in the end, and lets it into her mind. This is what it says: We have done it for eternity.
No sleep, no rest, just endlessâ€¦ endless experience, endless awareness. How we envy you, envy you! Lucky
humans, who can close your minds to the endless deeps of space! I remember looking out the window of my
college dorm room at the sun rising. I got up from my chair and stood in front of the window, listening to the
quiet and watching the light creep over the buildings. This is the same feeling I got when Mr. So what kind of
person backs away from that, gets so frightened that they put themselves an infinite distance away from
enlightenment? How do you live with the ticking clock of death and the weight of eternity? Zen Buddhism
Zen heavily influenced the project and my thinking about eternity and enlightenment, because Buddhism has a
unique answer to the question of how do deal with the self. Zen monks may ask you who you are. Who are
you when you are not writing or leading? How can one hand clap? There is no answer, because the question
itself is wrong. The lesson, if you can arrive at it through meditation, is that questions can be wrong, not just
answers. This idea is called mu. There are no divisions anywhere, no up or down, no day or night, and no
division between life and death. When you understand this, and embrace your annihilation, you will
understand no-self, which is translated as anatman. The First Noble Truth of Buddhism is that life is suffering.
Impermanence is the only constant. It means that nothing lasts forever, that there is no state of being that can
last for an eternity. Next up in Part 2: Oroboro and the Qliphoth. Click the circular button below to Share.
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-space-UpliftingNews-DIY captioned graphic Can't wait to hang out for eternity with all you My Pentecostal grandma said
that demons were making me cut.

Western theists agree that God is eternal; the task is to formulate and assess conceptions of what this eternality
might amount to. On the first, God is timeless divine timelessness ; on the second, God is in time divine
temporality. Methodology This discussion inherits the complexities of two very intricate philosophical debates
about God, and about time. Given the nature of the topic, it is perhaps not unreasonable to wonder what
methodology can be fruitfully employed here. As the topic is the God of Western theism, there are constraints
arising from relevant passages in Western Scripture. Much of the discussion focuses on the Judeo-Christian,
especially the Christian, tradition. But note that specific Christian doctrines such as the doctrine of the Trinity
or the Incarnation, while closely related, are not the focus here. A third approach might involve giving equal
weight to both poles and seeking to come to a coherent and adequate conception of both time and God as part
of the same endeavor. There probably exist a variety of stances across the philosophical and theological
landscapes for explicit reflection on related methodological questions see, e. Brief Historical Remarks Until
recently, the timelessness view dominated in both philosophy and theology. For that reason, much of the
historical discussion revolves around that view. The extent to which the Platonism of Philo of Alexandria [c.
However, the styles of these two thinkers are very different. Boethius presents the idea of timeless eternity as
straightforward and relatively problem-free. Augustine wrestles with the idea and expresses continual
puzzlement at the idea of time itself and with it the contrasting idea of timeless eternity. In Boethius, the
contrast is between timeless eternity, which only God enjoys, and everlastingness, which following Plato the
world itself possesses. It is the common judgement, then, of all creatures that live by reason that God is
eternal. So let us consider the nature of eternity, for this will make clear to us both the nature of God and his
manner of knowing. Eternity, then, is the complete, simultaneous and perfect possession of everlasting life;
this will be clear from a comparison with creatures that exist in time. Watts Boethius uses his view of eternity
to address the problem of divine foreknowledge see section 6. If God knows beforehand what we will do then
how can we act freely? His answer is that this problem dissolves in the face of the fact that God does not know
anything beforehand but has an immediate, atemporal knowledge of all things. In Boethius, we find several
analogies for timeless eternity. One is that between timeless eternity and the centre of a circle. The thought is
that the centre bears the same relation to any point on the circumference of the circle, and in the same way
timeless eternity bears the same relation to anything in time. Aquinas develops this analogy later. What times
existed which were not brought into being by you? Or how could they pass if they never had existence? Since,
therefore, you are the cause of all times, if any time existed before you made heaven and earth, how can
anyone say that you abstained from working? It is not in time that you precede times. Otherwise you would
not precede all times. In the sublimity of an eternity which is always in the present, you are before all things
past and transcend all things future, because they are still to come. In you it is not one thing to be and another
to live: You are being in a supreme degree and are immutable. In you the present day has no ending, and yet in
you it has its end: They would have no way of passing away unless you set a limit to them. In the Timaeus
37E6â€”38A6 Plato contrasts the eternal forms with the time-bound created world, the world of change and
becoming. Time was created along with the heaven 38B5 â€”meaning at least that time is the measure of
change, and perhaps that it is identical with the movements of the heavenly bodies a view later critiqued by
Augustine Confessions, Book XI. One can trace a similar idea of timeless eternity back to Parmenides though
exactly what he means is the subject of scholarly dispute. While in some places at least Plato connects the
necessary character of the Forms to timelessness, in Aristotle the connection is between necessity and
everlastingness. What is necessary is what exists at all times. What is contingent is what at some time is not.
God, being necessary, is everlasting. It may be said that the everlasting is not bounded by time though it is
unbounded in a weaker sense than Plato ascribes to the Forms in that what exists everlastingly cannot age
Physics b Philo of Alexandria is thought to be the first to ascribe timelessness to God, to the God of the Jewish
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Scriptures. Nous is eternal and beyond time, enjoying duration without succession. Suppose, on the other
hand, that it exists as a whole in individual times severally and distinctly. A human being, for instance, exists
as a whole yesterday, today and tomorrow. In this case we should, properly, say that it was, is and will be. In
which case its time-span is not simultaneously a whole. Rather it is stretched out in parts through the parts of
time. But its time-span is its eternity and its eternity is precisely itself. The supreme essence, therefore, would
be cut up into parts along the divisions of time. In the medieval period, the discussion embraces not only
Christian but also Jewish and Islamic thinkers. It is a correlate of divine simplicity see the SEP entry on divine
simplicity , and it is incapable of being defined or fully grasped by a creature. Since God is timelessly eternal
it does not make any sense to ask how many years God has existed, or whether he is growing old, or what will
he be doing later on in the year. In general, it would seem that commitment to divine simplicity, widespread if
not universal in the medieval period, entails a commitment to divine timelessness Mullins Note that this is the
terminology not employed here. At first sight, this distinction can seem to leave the second issue somewhat
mysterious: What then are timesâ€”are they not somehow to be understood in terms of spacetime, ultimately?
But there are two distinct issues in the vicinity. Whether or not a being experiences succession, and more
generally, what the a temporal features of its experience are, is distinct from whether or not that being is
located in spacetime. However, there are also connections between these issues. The beings we are most
familiar with, such as ourselves, are spatiotemporal and experience temporal succession; and for us, these facts
are related. It is partly because we are located in spacetime that we experience succession, and there are
interesting questions about the details of this connection. This section outlines some views on God and time,
with a focus on the contemporary literature; further reading suggestions appear at the end of this section. This
is a natural first gloss of the timelessness position. However, few defenders of divine timelessness sign up to
this view. Recall Boethius Consolation, V. Or again, eternity is the complete possession all at once of
illimitable life. Stump and Kretzmann distill four ingredients from this claim. Neither would the world, even if
it was sempiternal. It cannot begin or end. It is impossible for it not to have infinite duration. This, according
to Stump and Kretzmann, is what makes it the case that a timeless being is outside of time. By contrast, a
living being in time experiences succession, only ever possessing one moment of its life at a time. Each
involves only one mode of existence, namely either the temporal or the eternal. ET-simultaneity, by contrast,
relates items in different modes of existence, one temporal, and one eternal. Imagine two parallel horizontal
lines. The lower line represents time, and the upper one represents timeless eternity. Presentness is represented
by light. The temporal present is represented by a light that moves steadily along the lower line, while the
eternal present is represented by the upper line being lit all at once. Each dot in the lower line, when it is
temporally present, is ET-simultaneous with the whole of the upper line. Or at least this is so from the
viewpoint of that time. Since, by definition, two items can only be ET-simultaneous if one is temporal and the
other eternal, and since any given item is only one of these, ET-simultaneity is not reflexive; in fact, it never
holds between an entity and itself. Nor is it transitive; in fact, when x and y are ET-simultaneous and y and z
are too, x and z never are. The non-transitivity of ET-simultaneity is needed to solve a pressing problem. So,
all times collapse into one: Again, on his view, the great fire of Rome is simultaneous with the whole of
eternity. Therefore, while I type these very words, Nero fiddles heartlessly on. Here are three questions that
have been raised. First, is the notion of an atemporal duration coherent? See Fitzgerald ; also Craig ; Nelson ;
Helm What licenses speaking of a duration here? The eternal present is supposed not to be pointlike, but to
involve an infinite stretch or extension of some kind. This suggests that it should possess some of the formal
features of extension. For example, it should be possible for two particulars to have the same or different
amounts of the extension. If this is not the case with atemporal duration, then how is it a duration? And if it is
the case, then how is it not a temporal duration?
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August is here again! It's time for school supplies, last minute education decisions, back to school photos, meeting
teachers, making new friends, and settling into a smooth, or at least functional, routine.

In order to survive, he resorted to stealing bread and milk and searching for scraps of food in bins. By the age
of 12, Stace, with virtually no formal schooling, and working in a coal mine had become a ward of the state.
As a teenager, he became an alcoholic and was subsequently sent to jail at Afterwards, he worked as a "
cockatoo " or a look-out for a Two-up "school". He suffered recurring bouts of bronchitis and pleurisy , which
led to his medical discharge on 2 April Barnabas Church , Broadway. Inspired by the words, he became
enamoured of the notion of eternity. For thus saith the high and lofty One that inhabiteth Eternity, whose name
is Holy; I dwell in the high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble spirit, to revive the
spirit of the humble, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones. In an interview, Stace said, "Eternity went
ringing through my brain and suddenly I began crying and felt a powerful call from the Lord to write Eternity.
The Sydney City Council brought him to the attention of the police as they had rules about the defacing of
pavements, so much so that he narrowly avoided arrest about twenty-four times. Each time he was caught, he
responded with, "But I had permission from a higher source". Several mornings a week for the next 35 years,
Stace left his wife, Pearl Stace born as Ellen Esther Dawson and their home in Bulwarra Road, Pyrmont
around 5am to go around the streets of Sydney and chalk the word "Eternity" on footpaths, railway station
entrances and anywhere else he could think of. It is estimated that he wrote the word around , times over the
35 years. Workers arriving in the city would see the word freshly written, but not the writer, and so, "The man
who writes Eternity" became a legend in Sydney. The mystery was solved when Reverend Lisle M.
Thompson, who preached at the church where Stace worked as a cleaner, saw him take a piece of chalk from
his pocket and write the word on the footpath. In , photographer Trevor Dallen cornered Stace and asked to
take a few pictures of him writing his famous phrase. After four photos, Dallen ran out of film and asked Stace
to stay put while he got more but upon his return, Stace had gone. He chalked it on a piece of cardboard for a
fellow parishioner. The gallery features 50 personal stories from ordinary and extraordinary Australians. Each
individual feature tells a separate story, anchored by a significant object. In Sydney the word "Eternity" can be
seen written in a few places, of which only one is original: No one ever found out how Stace had been able to
get to the bell, which had been sealed up. Legacy[ edit ] Eternity Playhouse in Darlinghurst. The
heritage-listed Burton Street Tabernacle was restored by the City of Sydney and transformed into a theatre.
His famous "Eternity" script is replicated on the marquee and throughout the theatre. Dallen took the pictures
in the former Fairfax building on Broadway. HammondCare", a history of the charity.
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Chapter 5 : Why Christians Are Bad at Dating, Part 5: Playing the Field - The Archives: Eternity Bible Colle
To see God's fame spread, His name proclaimed, the good news preached, house the training of disciples, teach our
children the truth, create space for others, and the list goes on. You are an important part of our history and an important
part of our future.

Your browser does not support the audio element. One is the special spirit on this campus. Another is the
friendly, understanding atmosphere that obtains between students and faculty. During my first semester at
Brigham Young University, I forgot to take a science test. Panic-stricken, I approached the professor to
explain my predicament. He tried once more. As I began my college career, we were faced with the ominous
clouds of the terrible Second World War. You are also enjoying a time of economic prosperity. We were just
emerging from the Great Depression. I congratulate you students. As I understand it, this dubious honor was
earned because this institution knows its purpose. It has not strayed from its mission by following the popular
sophistries of education. In education, being politically correct implies following the philosophy of the current
trendsetters. Holland said it well: At Brigham Young University the secular must be taught in a spiritual
context. Indeed, as President Spencer W. Each of you, on a personal level, has the same challenge that exists
for the university. You need to know the purpose for your being. Each of you needs to ask yourself, Why am I
here on earth? Why am I at this university rather than at any other university, one that will teach only secular
learning? Am I here to enjoy a scintillating social life? Is it to support the athletic program? Is it to find a
companion? The answer is, You are here to learn for eternity. A year ago, when President Gordon B. Hinckley
was on this campus, he admonished: If this university meets the purpose for which it is maintained, then you
must leave here not alone with secular knowledge but, even more important, with a spiritual and moral
foundation that will find expression to improve the family, the community, the nation, even the world of
which you will be a part. Brigham Young University, , p. Every president of the Church, beginning with
President Joseph Smith, has zealously fostered, encouraged, and supported the cause of education. The reason
for this emphasis is that education equates with our eternal well-being. In a First Presidency message dated
March 26, , the Brethren said: To the Latter-day Saints, salvation itself, under the atonement of Christ, is a
process of education. That knowledge is a means of eternal progress, was taught by Joseph Smith: Clark Salt
Lake City: Bookcraft, , 4: He said the law would change, but if we could learn to think critically by separating
the wheat from the chaff, we would be better qualified to become effective advocates. Brigham Young stated
it better: Evan Esar [New York: Thinking clearly is the ability to discern things that matter most and separate
them from things of less importance. We can think more clearly when we: Take an interest in current events:
Discuss ideas with one another, even in the courses you are taking! The Internet can be fascinating, but so can
a conversation with a live person with whom you can exchange original thoughts. This is, of course, expected
of English majors, but for the rest of us good literature is just as important. It improves our vocabularies as
well as our minds. Keep our bodies healthy. Go for a walk and look at the trees, the birds, the flowers, the
mountains, and the sky. This campus has one of the most beautiful settings in the world. Enjoy the view along
with your exercise. A healthy body promotes a healthy mind. Questionsâ€”in the sense of searching, not
doubtingâ€”seem to be essential for learning. They are a primary means of expressing curiosity, the
self-motivation to search for knowledge. It also means making the best use of our time. Let us not be like he
who said: Act Well We have all heard the axiom that knowledge is power. But President Stephen L Richards
put this into proper perspective when he said: Knowledge is power, today and always, but it is power only
when it is put into service. The best in life is that which is given to serve the noblest causes and the highest
purposes. Deseret Book Company, , p. Graduating from this distinguished school with any degree is a notable
achievement. Having higher degrees can promote a sense of pride. All of you are anxious to receive your
degrees, particularly a doctor of philosophy. This is a high academic achievement. Dealing with lofty issues
should not generate pride, which is an enemy to learning spiritual things. The training of the heart comes by
and through the Holy Spirit. Reaching for eternity requires an understanding heart. We can all learn from the
great Solomon, who, when he was made the king of Israel, said: I am but a little child: I know not how to go
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out or come in. Give therefore thy servant an understanding heart to judge thy people, that I may discern
between good and bad: The patient training of the heart will also lead us to acts of kindness. You may have
heard the old ditty: You can make a difference. Do not let yourselves be drawn into road rage. Play a tape of
pleasant music and remember what the Savior taught: Sometimes we get too caught up with our cars. I
remember reading about Ty, a young man in Seattle who was preparing to go to college: They consented, with
words of caution about driving around town when he should be studying. After a few weeks on campus Ty
called home for some supplies. In the rush of campus life we are prone to a kind of blindness that keeps us
from appreciating our full opportunities. Emily dies in childbirth, but before passing on, she is given the
opportunity to relive one day of her life. She chooses her twelfth birthday and is able to watch herself and
others as they were on that day. It is then that she realizes the precious beauty of the ordinary things of
everyday lifeâ€”clocks ticking, sunflowers, the old white fence that once stood around her house, food, freshly
ironed dresses, hot baths, sleeping, and waking up. At last the magnificent beauty of all she had barely seen as
she lived overwhelmed her, and she cried out: Do any human beings ever realize life while they live
itâ€”every, every minute? This should be a happy time as you move forward, tooling up for your working
lives. Humor is built very largely upon incongruities and contrasts. It is a powerful force for good when used
with discretion. Its physical expression, laughter, is highly therapeutic. All our learning and living should
prepare us for leadership in the Church and the community. As President Hugh B. Every doctrine has its
associated duty,. The gospel when the Master first proclaimed it, was not intended primarily for
preachingâ€”it was intended for action. No man can truly assimilate Christianity by impression alone, there
must be expression as well. Some have excelled academically or in the business world. Others achieved
distinction in medicine, in science, or in law. Yet they are all men of great humility and wisdom. They bear
witness, as expressed by our late President Howard W. Hunter, that belief must be realized in personal
achievement.
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A Construction Project for Eternity Back to AF Blog Archives Among the buildings damaged or destroyed in the
September 11, , terrorist attack on the United States, perhaps the most well-known were the "Twin Towers" of New
York's World Trade Center.

The piece contains spoilers for activities in Fort Deadlight. A swine called Benweth orders his crew to kill you
and take your ship. But before they get the chance a cyclone blows in and saves you. It takes a while to repair
your storm-battered sloop and get back on the high seas, but when you do you can exact revenge on the
bilge-sucking cur by sailing to his hideout, Fort Deadlight. The design of Fort Deadlight and the quest that
takes place there, Blow the Man Down, was led by Jorge Salgado, a senior designer at Obsidian Entertainment
who has previously worked on Fallout: New Vegas, South Park: The Stick of Truth, and the original Pillars of
Eternity. You can fight your way to him, but there are smarter and more fun ways to complete the quest. We
wanted players who enjoy dungeon crawls to have that experience, but also offer other ways to complete the
quest, using stealth or talking to NPCs to get past certain obstacles. If this reminds you of a mission from
Hitman, that was the idea. There are so many ways to solve problems, and a lot of them are really funny, too.
So when I designed Fort Deadlight I wanted to have a couple of amusing ways for the player to deal with
Benweth, not just fighting or intimidating him. And this is where the idea of him being a virtuoso harpsichord
player came from. You can lure Benweth down to the court and instead use this as an opportunity to talk to
him and make him look like a fool in front of his crew. You can humiliate him and convince him to back
down from a fight, which is a nonlethal way of completing the quest. She gave the pirates of Fort Deadlight a
lot of personality, and she had suggestions about the characters that would inspire me to develop different
kinds of gameplay. This let us create tension between him and the other captains, which opened up lots of new
avenues for different kinds of gameplay. So that was a way to lure her away from her post, giving you access
to the forge. This is just one of several ways to stick it to your nemesis without resorting to murdering him.
The fortress, although largely drawn from his imagination, is loosely based on a star fort, which first appeared
in Europe in the midth century. So instead I created a design reminiscent of one, but not completely accurate.
This helped him figure out the shape of the fort and the flow of the quest. I ask Salgado if he was expecting
this kind of reaction when he was designing it. Deadfire is some of its strongest work to date. Not only in
terms of the rich, expressive writing and vivid, fleshed-out world, but in how it gives you the freedom to
create your own storiesâ€”which is the mark of any great roleplaying experience.
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A very good 2 bhk flat for rent in kanakia eternity, thane west, mumbai thane. It is a superb property and offers an
excellent view. The flat is semifurnished with multiple amenities and promises a comfortable stay.

If one posited a very long, very strong cable or tether that connected the sun to the center of the disk, and then
spun the disk around the sun. Never been a limitation before. The water would not fall off the disk because of
gravity, unless there were some very distant gravitational source pulling it away from the planet, nor would it
stay on the disk because of gravity. If gravity DID exist, the water would form into a ball at the center, not flat
on the disk surface. There is another much more important factor. However, what WOULD happen is that the
water would bunch up against this wall, and it would then flow over it, unless the ice wall itself had a lip on it.
Spin a flat disk around your head with water on it. The water will certainly not remain there. But put the water
in a pail? The sides of the pail keep it in. No gravity, so the water does not all bunch up into a ball. OOOps,
forgot about surface tension. So your ice walls have a very reduced task. Surface tension would keep the water
flat against the disk. The cold of space would keep the walls ice, as log as they were protected from radiation,
and sublimation. So, coat the ice with a thick layer of lipids that form cell membranes. Make one end
hydrophobic, one end hydrophilic. They would stay only on the surface of the ice, with the hydrophobic end
facing outside and the hydrophilic end bound to the ice. In effect, you are exponentially increasing the surface
tension. This would prevent sublimation. Since water, and ice, are very good shields against radiation it has
been posited to put huge water tanks around the Martian transport craft to protect the inhabitants , and allow
the hydrophobic end of the lipids to form a very reflective coating, and your problem is solved. Except, well,
there is the problem of preventing ALL the water from freezing. But then, if it all froze, problem solved. It
would be one huge iceberg covering the planet.
Chapter 8 : NY Daily News - We are currently unavailable in your region
The Making of ANATMAN, Part 1: Eternity and Zen. Eternity, Infinity, and Enlightenment Lucky humans, who can close
your minds to the endless deeps of space.

Chapter 9 : Think Clearly, Act Well, Appreciate - Learning for Eternity - BYU Speeches
For more quality articles about all things PC gaming, you can subscribe now in the UK and the www.nxgvision.com
piece contains spoilers for activities in Fort www.nxgvision.com in Pillars of Eternity II, the.
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